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City Walk
For the first lesson Miguel Bruns and Bart Hengeveld took us for a walk 
through Eindhoven. When we came back at the university, they asked us to 
draw objects we had passed on the way. I didn’t remember passing some of 
this objects, which means I wasn’t really aware of my environment.

General Feedback
The first lesson we received more sketching tips rather than feedback. The 
key points were; draw from your arm, use your pinky for support, draw with 
a fine liner, draw thin lines, don’t stop drawing at the intersection points and 
don’t draw ‘furry animals’. 

Figure 1: Walk through Eindhoven

Figure 2: Detail of my Sketches



Form Abstractions
The second week we needed to sketch an object by increasing the layers of 
abstraction. At least four layers of abstraction were required, before reaching 
the final sketch. I found it quite boring to sketch the same position over and 
over. So each level I drew is sketched from a different viewing point.
The three objects I choose where a scissor, my phone adaptor and my IPhone 
itself.

General Feedback
“Build your shape step by step“, sounds logical but often gets forgotten. Be 
accurate and make your shapes detailed. 
A remarkable fun fact I learned that day is when you want to put your sketch-
es on a wall make the tape less sticky through putting it on your shirt first. 
This way you won’t damage your sketches when you pull them off again. 

Elements of detail are missing with everyone. This is used to explain how the 
object you drew is working. The tip they gave us here is that when you use 
this kind of notes, make them all in the same style.

Colouring your Sketches
Surprisingly when colouring your drawings you have cold and warm 
grey, warm grey to shadow warm coloured objects. It’s important to 
make a big contrast between light and dark within your sketch.  While 
doing so, put the blacks at the bottom, whites on the top.

On the paper
Use the whole paper. Tie your sketch to the paper through placing it in 
a room. When drawing multiple sketches tie them together through, 
for example, a horizontal line. Place your signature somewhere          
non-reducible. Leave the sketch lines, because it adds character.

Personal Feedback
Blue pencils disappear when you make a photo or try to photocopy it. 
This is something I didn’t know, so I couldn’t put my first layer sketches 
in here. They told me that instead of drawing with blue I should draw 
with a black or gray fine liner, so I’ll try that. Figure 3 actually got pick 
for personal feedback, but the outcome was “Next time don’t go for 
scissors when abstracting, those are too difficult to draw within boxes.“Figure 3: Final Layer Sketch, Object Sissor

Figure 4: Third Layer Sketch, Object Adaptor



Form Reproduction 
For the third and fourth week the assignment was to copy an old fashioned 
power-socket as precise as possible. After taking a walk through our build-
ing I choose a power-socket to reproduce.

The goal of this assignment is learning to see basic forms to be able to 
make any prototype in the future. And see that your prototype can always 
be better, more perfect and detailed. 

Luckily our teachers gave us some tips beforehand. Your design is present-
able when you can’t see the connection lines of MDF anymore. When the 
paint has dried and the surfaces are perfectly smooth. 

The tip that baffled me was the tip to make everything beautiful, even the 
parts you’d normally not see, for example the back or bottom. 

Figure 5: End Design Power-Socket

In this design I still used foam instead of MDF, which was a really stupid 
decision, but at that moment foam seemed like it was faster to make so 
time wise a good decision. 
The problems only appeared when I wanted to spray the power-socket. 

Spray Painting: The Right Way
Firstly paint all the hard parts with a really thin layer. Secondly you can 
putti the parts that are broken or incomplete. Soft sending will make all 
the rough parts smooth and the putti non-tangible. When all the surfac-
es are smooth you can paint your prototype. 
Though when spraying foam you should put a water based layer on top 
before spraying, otherwise it will dissolve. 

Focus
Definition: What were the design decisions?
Clarity: Do we understand what we see?
Finish: How good are the details and painting job done?

Figure 6: At the Beginning of the Process



Form Integration 
For the fifth and sixth we needed to integrate two forms ourselves. With inte-
gration, most people think adding as integration. But I learned here that inte-
gration can be so much more. Like subtracting, repetition, displacement, etc.  
For us this integration needed to be between a square and a round volume. 

The tips we´ve gotten are: 
With integration take balance, forms, colour and material in account. And 
understand the ‘making a baby‘ metaphor.  “There is a daddy and a mommy 
who give details to the kid.“

My Idea
I wanted to keep the integration as simple and clear as possible. That’s why I 
choose a circle and a square. They both have the same centreline length. (12 
cm) To give the circle a more round feeling, I made it exact twice as big as the  
square, which is thinner and thus has a more sharpened feeling. To reinforce 
this feeling I gave the circle rounded edges, against very sharp edges in the 
square form. At first I wanted to make the square yellow (figure 10), but the 

yellow paint was unyielding, so I went with the yellow line 
instead. Somehow people feel that that isn’t completely 
thought through, because I got commended on it. 

General Feedback
Don’t choose a colour you like, but a colour that suits your 
design or hides your mistakes. 

“People are very simple beings, when things are just a little 
bit off they get annoyed with the design. For people to like it 
easier make sure your design is beautifully done.“

When making something think about how to present it.  
Claim control of everything! Such as a nametag, the work 
itself, a pedestal, lighting and the way to display your work.

Personal Feedback 
Clarity is clear. It’s was very clear which forms I wanted to 
integrate and how I achieved that.
Definition is good, except for the seemingly purposeless 
yellow line.
Finish is less good, paint is nor perfectly solid neither perfect-
ly smooth.  So there is room for improvement here.

Figure 7: End Design Form Integration

Figure 8: Exihibiting the Piece



Form Integration 2

Figure 9: Halfway the Project Figure 10: First Paint Design



Merge the Knowledge 1
For the seventh and eighth week we needed to take the power-socket to the 
new level. The assignment was to create your own power-socket, making use 
of all information learned in the previous assignments. The power-socket and 
plug need to form a form family. A form family makes different objects be-
come one through design. 
At first I wanted to use funny metaphors, the alien-design is visible in figure 
11 where you put the alien (plug) into it’s ship (power-socket), but they told 
me that it wasn’t the exercise.  So I started over again.

General Feedback 
Define wires, you’re a designer. Move away from our vision of the power 
socket as you know it. Reframe the assignment make a power transfer rather 
than a cheap power-socket. In your design make sure you are aware of even 
the holes in your design: If it’s there it needs to be designed. 

Think of the context of your design: where do you want it to be sold? I didn’t 
think about that at first, but that decision is the foundation for a lot or your 
other design decisions. 

Personal Feedback
Metaphors are compulsory; people know exactly what they need to do. Use 
form elements instead of picture elements. This is harder to design, but if you 
are capable of this than you can make better designs in the future.
You don’t need to add things to make your design more interesting. 

Figure 11: Best Liked Design from the Ideas

Figure 12: Idea Generation



Merge the Knowledge 2
General Feedback
Go for contrast in your designs. 
If you want something to float, put the lightest material under and/ or lift it a 
bit from the underground. 

Communicate what certain parts can do and with this don’t only count on 
the associations  you have. To solve the problem of people not understanding 
your design go and ask users if they are able to understand it.

Something that caught my eye was that total repetition doesn’t necessarily 
lead to a form family. It’s more about using detailed forms that you used 
elsewhere. The form itself doesn’t even need to look the same.

My Idea
The power-socket I created is based on the idea that you always have too 
much or too little power points. In my design you can just click them on or 
off, if you want a different amount. 

The on and off switch is hidden in the plug. This is the point 
where you can turn off the whole system, if you just want to turn 
one of them off you can take it out of the circuit. 
When a plug is plugged in the power point gives off green light. 
Blue lights need to show where the magnets are, so the user will 
know where to click them together.

Personal Feedback
The feedback I got is firstly that I should have added more ele-
ments of integration. The second one is that I should use a physi-
cal formed design cues, so you don’t need light codes. 

Figure 13: End Design for a Powersocket

Figure 14: Plugged In Means ON



Figture 15: Material; Sand-Blasted PVC

Figure 16: MAterial; MDF Ready for Cutting

Figure 17: 



Overall Reflection
General Reflection points
I think I reached awareness in Form and Senses for this year. Now I know that 
as designer you need to see and think about details that users will only notice 
unconsciously.

A lot of the sketching tips weren’t new for me since I used to draw a lot. Yet 
the tips about colouring sketches and the fact that blue pencil disappears I 
didn’t know yet. 

Throughout this elective I got to know the machines and materials one by 
one. Although it is just a start from here on I can go further in exploring pos-
sibilities. 

At the beginning of this elective I really hated paint. Leaving raw materials as 
they are was my ideal. But if it comes down to ugly materials, such as MDF, 
paint is usefully hides all that. So I can see the fun of spray-painting now. I 
even searched my house looking for objects that could use some paint. 

Planning is everything and then especially giving tasks extra time, twice as 
much if possible, this gives you space to absorb mistakes. This was actually a 
tip we got once, but I need to experience things to believe them somehow.

Most Important Lessons
- Making beautiful sketches and building plans comes in a handy  
 when you have to show your process.  
- The devil is in the details. I tried this with my other project, the others 
 hated it, but in the end we made a really beautiful prototype. 
- When you make something take clarity, definition and finish into 
 account. 

Problems I came across
I’ve had never worked with InDesign or Photoshop, so making this report 
took me such a long time. Another point that was very frustrating is that I 
couldn’t put all of mine sketches and building plans in here, because they 
were to ugly to show in a portfolio. I really admire beautiful sketches and 
neat building plans, but when I’m designing I’m unable to think if I have to 
think about how I should put it on paper beautifully. This was probably the 
most important goal of the whole elective. How to put something you have in 
yourhead on paper?
Each time we had to make a model I had time troubles.

For Future Reference
- I’ll use a grey fine liner when sketching. 
- I’ll make planners for the plan as if I were to build it twice. 
- When presenting a prototype next time I’ll shape my environment, for 
 example by designing the nametag.  
- I’ll try to make the process more beautifully, so taking the time to 
 draw the building plans once I come up with an idea. 
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